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Objective
Create community where art is the deal, it doesn´t matter if you are
artist or spectator, resident or collector, everyone comes together
here. We also boost and support emerging artists, providing the
spaces they need for work, inspiration and exhibits.  



Bubble Diagram





Age: 27
Lives: Near Coyoacan
Studied: Communication and Marketing 
at Tec de Monterrey.
Works: At Museografo, important
art blog in México.
Status: Middle-Upper Class
Hobbies: Art, painting, going 
to galleries, playing tennis, 
walking around the city 
and going to bars with friends.
He always wanted to be an artist and is 
now trying to find the opportunity. 

Alberto Aragón

Persona





For Art´s Sake
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Questions
1. What are three words that come to your

mind when you hear the word Nomada?
2. Do you think art is a matter of social

status?
3. If you wanted to be an artist, would your

parents let you pursue your dreams?
4. Have you ever bought art from a gallery?

Why?
5. In which context do you appreciate art

more? Museums, galleries, bazars?

Front End Research



Abraham Tuachi
Age 27
Architect 
Loves art, specially photography

1. Transition, freedom and knowledge
2. I think art in a way of social interaction.  
We can use it as a way to share ideas,  
going  beyond social classes. 
3. I think it´s not even important to talk  
about parents. In the end, if you want to accomplish  
something you wont be limited by past thoughts. In my case I didn't let it stop me. 
4. No. I have never bought something important. I once wanted to but for at the end
I could talk to the painter. But if I find something I connect with I would definitely
buy it. 
5. I think it is very subjective. Because everywhere there can be very interesting
pieces, and I like art in every concept.



Olga Micha
Age 23
Merchandising
Paints and draws, works at an art blog

1. Savage, prehistoric, loincloth
2. I think there are people who are into art  
just because it's something cool. The thing  
with art now it's that you actually need money to  
produce more, but at the same time there are  
people who are gonna value art for itself.  
But the bluff and status there is around art is very impressive. 
3. No, because of the money, it is not easy to live from art and it´s also thought as a
rebellious act. 
4. I have bought art but not in big galleries because the prices are most of the time very
high. 
5. Art always looks good. There is art for every place, but I definitely don't like that art is
limited for anyone so my favorite thing is urban street art.



Alejandra Ladrón de Guevara
Age 21
Industrial Designer
Paint, work out, climb

1. Stone, body, brown
2. No, because the art can emerge  
from everything or anyone. 
3. Yes they would, but not with money.
4. No, it is too expensive. My family has  
though.
5. In people, art it's not only a painting.



Alfredo Mora
Age 32
Political Studies
History and logics teacher, likes art

1. Freedom, movement, history
2. Yes, sadly I do. Art should be a way of
expression regardless of who you are. 
3. Yes, I think so
4. Yes I have, because I really liked te painting and
didn't care about the price
5. I think I like galleries the most



Sara Hanan

Age 21
Textile Designer
Paints and draws, loves music.

1. Cave painting, old, caveman
2. It definitely helps. 
3. Yes I think they would
4. No never, because I don't have the money not
because I don't like it. 
5. Museums, because I like ancient and old art
and there it is.



Findings from interviews

People do think of art as a matter of social status, so I
would have to change that a bit.
The biggest issue with artist now is money, and art prostitution
People, artist or not, would be willing to live in a place full of
artist.
Maybe I would have to open the doors to any kind of artist,
not only painters or photographers.
I need to have an amazing group of people in the board to
decide which artist have potential



B.H.A.I

Big Hairy Audacious Idea

Create a place that goes beyond its
physical boundaries. Paint,
photography, music, cinema, all
coming together in one place that
doesn't care about trends, we just
care about real, bold, meaningful art.
Nómada could start as a gallery,
but it will be more. We want to
become the biggest contemporary
patron for emerging artists who
really care about their work.



Gallery:
About 150 m2
10- 15 artists each year
Patio/Café
50/50 Nómada/Artists for the art they sell.
The apartments will be on sale at the same place as the artwork.
The apartments will be for rent to the public for $35,000 a month.
Artists live in the apartments for $10,000 a month.
Sponsorships by Comex, BMW México, Absinth, José Cuervo.

Conceptual Model



Massing

Nomada 100%:
Apartments 60%
Common spaces 20%
Gallery 20%

Gallery 100%:
Installation space 60%
Room for showing pieces 20%
Sales area 5%
Apartment info and sales 5%
Bathroom 10%

1st. priority. Get The clients
2nd. priority. Make a feeling of Community
3rd. priority. Keep it alive



NÓMADA

Paint, photography, music,
cinema, all coming together in

one place that just cares
about real, bold, meaningful
art. We want to become the
biggest contemporary patron

for emerging artists who really
care about their work



Funnel
Searching for art,

contemporary, places to
live.

Social Media
Check website to see
the kind of art and

place
Go to the gallery and

meet artists
Make an emotional
connection with the
place because of the
feeling and the people
Check the prices of
either a piece or an

apartment
Seal the deal. 



Project
Ubication:  Polanco



Facade



Apartments



Educational experiences



NÓMADA

HEADER FONT. recommendations.

Show the spaces we have for

TEXT FONT. Apply and get accepted
decide if they want to



Colors

Door Handle



Universal Design

Accesibility Tactile Art



GIVING BACK

Make a collaboration a
year between artisans and

our artists. They will
create something new

depending on the skills
each one has, the work

will be sold at the gallery
and all the profit will go

to the artisan.



CONCLUSIONS

I did this project because I am
really interested in art, and a few
years ago I went to a place like
this in the US but there is nothing

like it in Mexico City. 
I would love to see this concept
becoming real, I think people
appreciate art more if they

understood the artist, and that is
what I tried to accomplish.

During the entire semester I
learned a lot about creating a
consistent, meaningful concept, I
think that will be very helpful

inside and outside the classroom.



CONCLUSIONS

Gracias

Regina Ambe


